A Resolution to Designate Titles and Delegate Authority to Committee Members and General Members

The CENTRAL COMMITTEE of the SOCIALIST RIFLE ASSOCIATION, in recognition of the need for delegation of day to day duties and activities, shall designate various titles to members of the CENTRAL COMMITTEE and imbue those titles with additional authority in these realms, subject to the supervision and correction of the CENTRAL COMMITTEE or a chosen representative. It shall be understood that these titles are not officer positions and shall not contravene or modify the bylaws in any fashion.

FURTHERMORE, the CENTRAL COMMITTEE shall designate various titles to members and volunteers within the SOCIALIST RIFLE ASSOCIATION, whose abilities and experiences warrant positions of greater importance and authority within the organization. The CENTRAL COMMITTEE shall imbue those titles with additional authority in these realms, subject to the supervision and correction of the CENTRAL COMMITTEE or a chosen representative. It shall be understood that these titles are not officer positions and shall not contravene or modify the bylaws in any fashion.

RESOLVED, that Brad Lathem of the CENTRAL COMMITTEE shall be granted the title of Director of Local Organizing. Mr. Lathem shall provide coordination services for organizers of local chapters of the SOCIALIST RIFLE ASSOCIATION and work on any working group created for any purpose pertaining to organizing. He shall facilitate communication between chapters and act as an advocate for chapters in his role as member of the CENTRAL COMMITTEE.

RESOLVED, that Jordan Billings of the CENTRAL COMMITTEE shall be granted the title of Director of Instruction and Education. Mr. Billings shall provide supervision and advice to the instruction and education programs of the SOCIALIST RIFLE ASSOCIATION to the best of his abilities. The CENTRAL COMMITTEE shall consult with him on matters concerning instruction and education, and Mr. Billings shall provide his experience and skills to assist in the creation of any instruction or educational content.

RESOLVED, that member Mango Grace of the SOCIALIST RIFLE ASSOCIATION shall be granted the title of Director of Presentation and Graphic Design. Ms. Grace shall provide supervision and advice to the graphics, presentations, and design programs of the SOCIALIST RIFLE ASSOCIATION to the best of her abilities. The CENTRAL COMMITTEE shall consult with her on matters concerning the design and presentation of printed and digital materials produced by and for the SOCIALIST RIFLE ASSOCIATION, and Ms. Grace shall provide her experience and skills to assist in the design and presentation of these printed and digital materials. As Director of Presentation and Graphic Design, Ms. Grace shall cooperate and coordinate with the Director of Media and Agitprop.

RESOLVED, that member Ed Velasco of the SOCIALIST RIFLE ASSOCIATION shall be granted the title of Director of Media and Agitprop. Mr. Velasco shall provide supervision and advice on the presentation of the audio, visual, and interactive media programs of the SOCIALIST RIFLE ASSOCIATION to the best of his abilities. The CENTRAL COMMITTEE shall consult with him on matters concerning any audio-visual and interactive media programs produced by and for the SOCIALIST RIFLE ASSOCIATION, and Mr. Velasco shall provide his experience and skills to assist
in the design and presentation of these printed or digital materials. As Director of Media and Agitprop, Mr. Velasco shall cooperate and coordinate with the Director of Presentation and Graphic Design.

RESOLVED, that the CENTRAL COMMITTEE shall place the titles of Director of Presentation and Graphic Design and Director of Media and Agitprop under the supervision of the President or a representative the President selects to act on their behalf.

This resolution was adopted by the affirmative vote of the CENTRAL COMMITTEE of the SOCIALIST RIFLE ASSOCIATION, listed below:

Alexander Tackett – Aye
Scott Hoadley – Aye
Laura Pedersen – Abstain
Jason Hamilton – Aye
Jordan Billings – Aye
Brad Lathem – Aye

Held on this day, Friday December 28th, 2018.

Attesting:

Jason Hamilton, Secretary